
Biky
Bike Share Mobile App



Overview
Background • Problem • Goal • Process



As a sustainable and eco-friendly 

transportation option, the shared bike 

helps to cut down on pollution and is 

viewed as a promising alternative to 

mass transportation in major cities.

Why Bike Share?

Nowadays, bike share have rapidly 

emerged as new transportation options 

that can increase cycling, improve urban 

mobility, and improve public transit usage. 



Problem

To promote the use of shared bikes in major cities, it’s necessary to have a convenient 

mobile app. Such an app should first and foremost be able to effectively solve city 

residents’ daily transportation problems.

Then, what features of a bike share mobile app might effectively solve city 

residents’ daily transportation problems?



Goal

Designing a bike share mobile app with features that can solve city 

residents’ daily transportation problems.



Process
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Product Preview



Empathize
Competitive Analysis • Questionnaire 



Competitive Analysis

Opportunity Areas

1, Bike Reservation

2, Route Recommendation

3, Bike On-hold

4, Health Report

5, Notification and Reminder



Questionnaire

Married

Single

Employee

Student

The self-employed

Based on the findings of the competitive analysis, I then conducted a questionnaire to have a closer look 

at city residents and their transportation needs.



Questionnaire



Define
Target User • Expectation • Persona • Goal Reframing 



Target Users

I classified city residents into 3 groups according to their occupation status: students, employee, the 

self-employed and the unemployed. Given that only 2% of the participants of the questionnaire is 

self-employed and 0% for the unemployed, I chose to focus on students and employees as target users in 

this case study.

Students Employees The self-employed The unemployed



Expectation

The top 3 expected features to be integrated into a bike share app are: Bike Reservation, On-hold Mode 

and Route Recommendation.



Persona Development



Goal Reframing

Design a bike share mobile app that integrates Bike Reservation, 

On-hold Mode and Routes Recommendation into existing 

features to better solve daily transportation problems of students 

and employees.



Ideate
User Flow Diagram • Card Sorting



User Flow Diagram

On-hold Mode

Bike Reservation

Popular Routes



Card Sorting

I conducted the card sorting with 2 

participants separately. One of them is a 

current university student and the other is 

a young professional with 1-year work 

experience.



Insights from Card Sorting



Solutions 

6 choices for users to 
choose depending on 
their needs

Users can continue 
using their 
purchased pass

Menu



Prototype
Paper Wireframe • Hi-Fi Prototype • Style Guide • Success



Paper Wireframe



Scenario #1

Character: Adam  Task: Reserving a shared bike 30 minutes in advance  Feature: Bike Reservation

Select “Continue to new ride” Select a pass Allow the access to your location Select  the time  when you 
need the bike

Select  the station where 
you pick up the bike

Receive a ride code and confirm



Scenario #2

Character: Adam  Task: Shopping grocery at a store with no public bike station close by  Feature: On-hold Mode

Click menu Select “My Rides” Select the “Current Ride” card 
and find the “On-hold” switch

Turn on the switch and 
confirm the change

Receive a notification 5 minutes 
before the mode ends



Scenario #3

Character: Adam  Task: Searching for a route to cycle with friends this weekend   Feature: Popular Routes

Select “Explore popular routes” Click the filter icon Set up the filters and 
confirm or close

Back to the popular routes 
page and select route

Learn about the route and 
click the heart icon to save it 

to “My likes” 



Design Decisions

I used map as the route 
overview picture because 
it’s more informative than 
other pictures. A map 
provides the information 
of the area, route type, 
route length etc.

Reload icon for users to update the info of bike stations

Attention icon for users to learn about road situations like construction

Tool box icon for user to seek help or report a problem

I initially wanted the pass 
cards to be in the shape of 
real tickets. Given the 
consistency of all cards of 
the app, I decided to use a 
normal card shape for 
pass cards.



Typography & Color Palette

#203D6D#EEB21C

SEA FROM SPACE
by NASA

Color Palette

Primaries

#FFFFFF

Others

Typography

Open Sans Set

H1
H2
H3

P

Open Sans
Open Sans
Open Sans

Open Sans
#ACB5BD

All contrast ratios adopted in the design pass AA level for any size 

text and AAA for large text (above 18pt or bold above 14pt).

WCAG 2.1: https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#contrast-minimum

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#contrast-minimum


Spacing, Icons & Buttons

The 8-pt grid. Using multiples of 8 to define dimensions, 

padding, and margin of elements.

Icons

Material Design Icons

Buttons

Normal Hover

Spacing



Illustration Design

Welcome Page Illustration
Confirmation Page Illustration

Designed with Illustrator



Logo Design

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Designed with Illustrator



Initial Version

Designed with Figma and Adobe XD



Final Version

Designed with Figma and Adobe XD



Success Measurement

Before shipping this product, I'd like to define KPIs that indicate the success of this solution. If this were a 

successful solution, at least one of the following would be clear that: 

● The Number of Downloads would increase

● The User Retention would remain the same or increase

● The Net Promoter Score (NPS) would improve 



Reflection
Self-Critique • What I Have Learned • Next Steps



Self-Critique

#1 Function: Lack of walkthroughs for new users.

If I had more time, I would add walkthroughs for new users to current features. Or they might have no idea 

what they can do with Biky without any information screens. 

#2 UI: The inconsistency of drop shadows.

Another point I noticed is the inconsistency of drop shadows. For example, the hamburger button and cards 

have drop shadows while all major buttons are flat. 



What I Have Learned

#1 Use components and design systems to simplify the design process.

I spent a lot of time maintaining the consistency of all the screens. After learning about components and design 

systems, I realized that I could have simplified my design process using these powerful tools. 

I would refer to design systems like IBM Design Language and Polaris at an early stage and use 

components to accelerate the design process in my future design.

#2 Plan and write down the process of your project before you start.

When I first started, my initial ideas were all about the interface design. After quickly sketching down several 

screens, I realized that it wouldn’t work without a thorough understanding of users and their needs. So I started 

all over again. By planning the process and defining the tasks, my “redesign” went smoothly. 

I would always plan the process and write it down to keep myself on the track.



Next Steps

#1 Look into the needs of the self-employed and the unemployed population.

I focused on students and employee because of the small proportion of those two groups. They might also 

have needs that a bike share mobile app can satisfy.

#2 Explore more features.

Collect more feedback and explore possible features. Such as a smooth flow for users who want to continue 

using their purchased passes to select an available pass and start a new ride.

#3 Design the smartwatch version of Biky.

It can be dangerous for riders to use the mobile app while cycling. A smartwatch app might better suit their 

needs. A further look at the users’ view of the smartwatch app needs to be done first.



Thank you!
Safe and happy.


